NEWS ALERT

News and information issued weekly on events, training and funding managed directly by the Malta Council for the Voluntary Sector for Voluntary Organisations and Volunteers.

MCVS Elections 2023

Then you have the right to vote to choose who represents you!

Online Election

Friday the 27th of January 2023 and Saturday the 28th of January 2023.

Open on Friday at 5.00 p.m. and close on Saturday at 5.00 p.m.

- Enrolled Voluntary Organisation need to be registered with the VO Funding Portal www.vofunding.org.mt to vote.

Health and Special Needs Sector
Eur. Ing. Kenneth Abela - Franciscan Welfare Association (VO/1747)
Ms. Gertrude Buttigieg - Malta Health Network (VO/0076)

Arts and Culture Sector
Dr. Sir Narcy Calamatta ZARRATI Malta Cultural Association (VO/1263)
Mr. James Licari - Malta Association of Professional Conservator-Restorens (VO/0825)
Mr. Paul Mifsud - Ghaqda Nazjonali Każini tal-Banda (VO/0055)

If you have difficulties, contact MCVS by not later than Wednesday the 25th January 2023 during office hours (8.00 a.m. till 4.00 p.m.) on 22481110 or email: mcvvs.mcv@pundit.mt
Support to Voluntary Organisations

The Malta Council for the Voluntary Sector (MCVS) as the entity representative of the VO Sector under the Voluntary Organisations Act is continuously committed to support the Voluntary Organisations working in the various sectors. This support has grown over the years since the first funding scheme, the Small Initiatives Support Scheme, was launched in 2011. This support has grown significantly over the years now providing six funding schemes, three Voluntary Centres and various training programs amongst other.

In view of the both the commitment of MCVS, stated in the National Strategy for Volunteering 2020 – 2025, and the post COVID-19 pandemic reality, MCVS is committed to support Voluntary Organisation overcome the difficulties encountered and move forward.

The scope of this survey is to support the Malta Council for the Voluntary Sector evaluate and plan better its support to Voluntary Organisations by collecting essential data in relation to the Voluntary Sector in Malta and Gozo and give MCVS a clear picture of the present situation while addressing the needs to consolidate the present operation, move forward and possibly grow further. As a result of this survey MCVS will be in a better position support the Vos in these issues by directing better its training and capacity building support; addressing certain issue by better directing funding support; discussing policy issues with
We appreciate the contribution of the sector, which contribution we encourage not to be anonymous so that MCVS may, if and where required, assist directly any particular organisation. All data and information shall be held in full confidentiality by MCVS.

By compiling the questionnaire, you are giving your consent for the above.

Need help organising a successful activity?

As part of its commitment to help the voluntary sector, the Malta Council for the Voluntary Sector intends to assist voluntary organisations which are finding it a challenge to find enough volunteers to help them during their events and activities.

Voluntiera Malta – a local volunteering programme managed by MCVS, aims to support voluntary organisations with extra help during any events they’re organising. The programme’s purpose is to mobilise active citizens and build a large network of people from all sectors who are interested in volunteering. Therefore, if your VO is organising a fundraiser, a conference, workshop etc.,
Send an email on teresa.borg@gov.mt or call on 2248 1135 for more info.

Is offering its support to Voluntary organisations
By donating a number of desks with partitions
To be used by Voluntary Organisations.

VOs who need one or more of the desks presented in this advert and indicated as Type 1, 2, 3 and 4 may contact MCVS on 22481117 for more information.

Once availability is confirmed, the VO shall coordinate with the official from ST Microelectronics for collection. MCVS shall support financially the Transportation of the desks where required.

Offer remains open until availability of desks.